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                The Christmas Dinner

                
 by   Shepherd Knapp 
The Christmas Dinner is a children’s play written by Shepherd Knapp. Some of the notable works of this author include Down the Chimney, Up the Chimney, and America's Army.

This three act play set on the Christmas seas can not only be read but also dramatized by Children. Young readers will like its simple and natural dialogues, which portrays re..
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                Down the Chimney

                
 by   Shepherd Knapp 
Down the Chimney is a children’s play written by Shepherd Knapp. Some of the notable works of this author include America's Navy, Up the Chimney, and The Christmas Dinner.

This three act play set on the Christmas seas can not only be read but also dramatized by Children. Young readers will like its simple and natural dialogues, which portrays re..
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                Up the Chimney

                
 by   Shepherd Knapp 
Up the Chimney is a children’s play written by Shepherd Knapp. Some of the notable works of this author include Down the Chimney, The Christmas Dinner, and On the Edge of the Storm.

This three act play set on the Christmas seas can not only be read but also dramatized by Children. Young readers will like its simple and natural dialogues, which p..
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                The White Christmas and other Merry Christmas Plays

                
 by   Walter Ben Hare 
The White Christmas and other Merry Christmas Plays is written by Walter Ben Hare, whose other notable writings include Aaron Slick from Punkin Crick, The Minstrel Encyclopedia, Much Ado about Betty, and The American Flag: a Patriotic Play of the Present War in Four Acts.

This Christmas play collection contains six plays titled The White Christm..
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                Beautiful Stories from Shakespeare

                
 by   William Shakespeare 
Beautiful Stories from Shakespeare is a collection of most popular plays of William Shakespeare narrated for the young minds in an easy to understand simple English. Any English speaking parents would definitely want their children to enjoy the literary world and who else can make the kids to enjoy it other than Shakespeare with him timeless plays ..
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                Santa Claus' Frolics

                
 by   George M. Baker 
ForwardThe rising of the curtain discloses room, with a fireplace, C., on either side or above which are hung stockings of various sizes, from the baby’s little sock to Bridget’s long and broad red, blue, or black hose. On the right of the fireplace is the Christmas tree, hidden by a curtain, which is so arranged that it may be easily removed (or, ..
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                Betsy Baker!

                
 by   John Maddison Morton 
Betsy Baker! or, Too Attentive by Half; A Farce, in One Act by John Maddison Morton.John Maddison Morton was an English playwright who specialised in one-act farces. His most famous farce was Box and Cox. He also wrote comic dramas, pantomimes and other theatrical pieces...
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                The Jazz Singer

                
 by    
American life, in this year 1925, consists essentially of surfaces. You may point out New England communities and say here is depth, and I will answer, true, but New England is dead so far as the America of now is concerned. You may show me an integrity in the West where a century ago pioneers came, and I will answer, that integrity resides with th..
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